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violently performed all the slime and very fine particles are kept in suspension in the water and carried away and lost, a slow stream of water and very slight agitation being favourable to their retention in the deposit which is formed. When the stream of water is rapid and voluminous, fine material, whether heavy or light, is swept away and lost in the tailing, whilst if too small a stream of water is used, much worthless sand is deposited with the concentrate. It follows that the amount of water used must be regulated according to the work which it is proposed to do. Frequently, it happens that clear water must be added to the pulp to dilute it sufficiently. On the other hand, it often happens that the pulp is too thin, and water is then removed by means of pyramidal boxes or cones (dc-wale-rem), described below.1
Other operations, which it is often of the utmost importance to perform before concentration, are cl-awi/i/i-Hy and fiiziwj. The necessity of sizing is obvious, when it is remembered that a shallow stream of water swift enough to carry down line sulphides, might be powerless to move a pebble of quartz. The usual method of classifying is based on the varying rates of fall of particles through a deep column of water, or on the various movements of particles when in an upward-moving column of water, which are dependent on the same properties. In this way equal-falllinj particles are obtained together, and since a sphere of galena is equal-falling with a sphere of quartz of from 1-5 to nearly -1 times the diameter, according to the absolute, sizes," it follows that classifying has very diflV.rcnt results from sizing. Nevertheless, classifying, when elliciently performed, is of groat assistance, as a preparation for treatment bv shallow-stream concentrators, and especially to separate sand from slime before treatment with cyanide, and to prepare material for feeding into tube mills. The tftanli'i/ r/a.s'.s//*/<"/* a is a, combination of screen and hydraulic classifier, and is designed (o size the materials in Hand dumps irrespective of their specific gravity.
Sizing by Screens. -Screening; to eijiial sized particles is a desirable preparation for concentration on most, machines, but in the, past has not usually been employed on material finer than about S mesh, owing to dilliculty in working, and to wear and tear of fine, screens if used wed in the usual way. The two ordinary types of screens are the cylindrical revolving and IIat. shaking forms. For the finer sixes it has been usual to substitute hydraulic, classifiers- i.e., boxes with ascc.nding currents of water, described below- • for screens ; but the one is not an exact, equivalent of the other. Screens produce classes of particles of nearly equal size, regard less of (heir respective specific gravities, (-lassifiers produce classes of equal falling particles, the sizes of which depend on their respective specific gravities.
Several new devices have, boon brought forwa.nl for using much finer screens than were formerly considered practicable. Steeply inclined and rapidly jarred flat screens, with sprays of water, are reported to give good results ; and very fine slightly inclined scrce.ns submerged in water (with jarring motion, and a special construction for delivering the coarser oversize into clear water) have been re-commended. The advantages of this last
1  See alno Caltlccott's wand filter table, and DOIT'H thic.kcmer, <-hup. xvi.
2  JR. H.  Richards,  Ore. fhrmti-nt/, Int edition, 190:1,   p.   -171.     Hie.hards KtateH p//m w/ I'/tduxtry, 189(1, p. 705) that in practice,   with   particle   between 10-  and GO mesh HWMMIH, the diameter of tho quartz i.s from 4J;} to ,'*;/ time.w that of the galena, varying with the absolute size.    See also Bull. A tart:   fust. MHI/. Km/., May, 1007,  p.  -K^;   .1/tncrtt/ /ndnstri/, 1H97, p. (104; 1907, p. 900.                                       '                                                                   '
3  Stanley, Mn</. JA///., 101£ 6, Ml.

